We present a simple, efficient and unified solution to the problems of synchronizing clocks, initializing these clocks, and integrating new clocks, for both authenticated and nonauthenticated systems with arbitrary failures. This is the first known solution that achieves optimal accuracy, i.e., the accuracy of synchronized clocks (with respect to real time) is as good as that specified for the underlying hardware clocks. The algorithms presented are also optimal with respect to the number of faulty processes that can be tolerated to achieve this accuracy.
Introduction
An important problem in distributed computing is that of synchronizing clocks in spite of faults. Given "hardware" clocks whose rate of drift from real time is within + Partial support for this work was provided by the National Science Foundation under grant MCS 83-03135.
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©1985 ACM 0-89791-167-9/1985/0800-0071 $00.75 known bounds, synchronization consists of maintaining logical clocks that are never too far apart. Processes maintain these logical clocks by computing periodic adju#t-ments to their hardware clocks.
Although the underlying hardware clocks have a bounded rate of drift from real time, the drift of logical clocks can exceed this bound. In other words, synchronized logical clocks can have a lower accuracy (with respect to real time) than that specified for hardware clocks. This reduction in accuracy might appear to be an inherent consequence of synchronization.
The rate of drift of faulty hardware clocks can be beyond the specified bounds, and correct logical clocks can be forced to drift with them. Furthermore, variation in message delivery times introduces uncertainty in evaluating values of clocks of other processes.
All previous synchronization algorithms exhibit this reduction in accuracy [Lamp85, Halp84, Lund84, Dole84] .
In this paper we show that accuracy need not be sacrificed in order to achieve synchronization. We present the first synchronization algorithm where logical clocks have the same accuracy as the underlying physical clocks. We show that no synchronization algorithm can achieve a better accuracy, and therefore our algorithm is optimal in this respect.
In contrast to previous results, we present a unified solution to both authenticated and non-authenticated versions of this problem. We first present an algorithm assuming that the system provides authentication. We then develop a broadcast primi.
tive that achieves those properties of authentication required by the algorithm We show that to achieve optimal accuracy, fewer than half the clocks in the system can be faulty. In the absence of authentication, synchronization can be achieved only if fewer than a third of the clocks in the system are faulty [Dole84] .
Our algorithm is optimal with respect to the number of faulty clocks it can tolerate for both authenticated and non-authenticated cases.
The solution presented in this paper is simple and efficient, and its message complexity is comparable to those previously published. Further comparisons with previous results are presented in Section 6.
The model
We consider a system of distributed processes that communicate through a reli- 
Thus, correct physical clocks are within a linear envelope of real time. We also see that the rate of drift between clocks is bounded by dr=p(2+p)/(1 + p).
A2. There is a known, upper bound t4e I on the time required for a message to be prepared by a process, seat to all processes and processed by the correct processes receiving it.
A process is faulty if it deviates from its algorithm or if its physical clock violates assumption A1, otherwise it is said to be correct. Faulty processes may also collude to prevent correct processes from achieving synchronization. We consider systems with n processes of which at most f are faulty.
We use the term "correct clock" to refer to the logical clock of a correct process. Note that 7 is a bound on the rate of drift of logical clocks from real time and hence is a measure of their accuracy with respect to real time. We are interested in synchronization algorithms that minimize y.
In Theorem 2, we show that T cannot be smaller than p, the bound on the accuracy of physical clocks.
Therefore, we are interested in algorithms satisfying:
3. Optimal accuracy: For any execution of the algorithm, for all correct clocks i, all k ->1, and tE [end~,end k~'l] (1 + p)-~t+a-<Cik(t)-<(1 + p)t+b for some constants a and b which depend on the initial conditions of this execution.
The authenticated algorithm
The following is an informal description of a synchronization algorithm that assumes that messages are authenticated. setting it to kP÷a, where a is a constant.
To ensure that clocks are never set back, a is chosen to be greater than the increase in C k-1 since the process sent a (round k) message. After resynchronizing, the process also relays the f+l signed (round k) messages to all other processes to make sure that they also resynchronize. The algorithm is described in Figure 1 . We show that it achieves agreement and validity. We later modify it to achieve optimal accuracy.
Proof of correctness: Agreement
We first show that the algorithm achieves the agreement property. Define ready k to be the earliest (real) time at which any correct process sends a (round k) message. We assume that the clocks C O of correct processes are synchronized, i.e., at ready 1 all correct processes are using clock C O and for all correct processes i and j, 
[C~-t(readyk)-c~-t(readyk)[ <_ Dma x.
With these assumptions, we prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 4: All correct processes start their k th clocks soon after one correct process is ready to do so. Specifically,
Pro@. The first correct process to send a (round k) message does so at ready k. By $2, the slowest correct clock is no more than Lemma 5: There is a bound on the period for which the k th logical clock is used. That
Proof. Every correct process that sends a (round k ÷1) message does so no later than the time (k +I)P on its clock, i.e., no later than (P-a)(1 + p) after end k. 
tE[endk,endk-~l], ]C~(t)-C](t)[ <-Dmax.
Proof: By Lemma 2, correct logical, clocks are at most drain(1 + p) apart at end k. By 
P is chosen to satisfy the relation
[] Lemma 8: The algorithm in Figure 1 achieves agreement.
Proof If assumptions S1 and $2 hold for some k _> 1, then Lemma 6 states that the agreement condition is satisfied for k. We now show, by induction on k, that S1 and $2 hold for all k-> 1. and therefore agreement is satisfied for all k _> 1. As stated earlier, our initialization algorithm will guarantee that S1 and $2 are true for the base case, k = 1.
Assume that S1 and $2 are true for 
k+l ~ready k +(P-a)~(1 + p).
Since C/k is started at beg k for each k, it is started at least as early as any other correct C] in any execution in E(to). Furth- 
Achieving optimal accuracy
We first show that for any synchroniza- (
Assume that for each process i, the initial state is the same in both executions.
That is, in both executions, a process starts executing the algorithm at the same reading of its physical clock. In the second execution, physical clocks and the speed at which messages are delivered are slowed down by the same factor, (1 + p/, with respect to the first execution. Therefore, from within the system both executions appear identical to every process. Hence, considering a particular process i, the rate at which its logical time advances with respect to its physical time must be the same in both execu-
tions. In particular, if ~t~ _ ~z~ Ri (Q)-Ri (t2)for some t 1 and t,,,_ then Cil)(tl) =Ci'e)(t2).
Since Using proofs similar to those of Lemmas 9 and 10, it can be shown that in any execution of the algorithm, for k->1 and for tE [endk,endk+l] , the logical clock of each correct process is within the envelope
RIL~(t)=(1 + p)t and

RlZt(t)=(1 + p)-lt, it follows that if tz=(1 + p)ett, then (D ~2) R~ (tl)=R~ (t z) and
therefore C~t~tt )-C'21et ~ i ~ t- i ~ 2J.
tL(1 + p)-~t +c-<C~(t)<-tt(1 + p)t +d P
where tL = and c and d
are constants depending on the initial conditions of this execution. Therefore,
(1 + p)-~t+c/lz-<Ci(t)/tt-<(1 + p)t+d/iz
Hence, if correct processes slow down their logical clocks by this factor of/z, i.e., process i uses Li(t)=C~(t)/tt as its logical time, optimal accuracy is achieved.
Theorem 3: With the modification described above, the algorithm of Figure 1 
Bounds on faults tolerated
We now consider the maximum number of faults that can be overcome by a synchronization algorithm that achieves optimal accuracy. Proof. Assume that there exists a synchronization algorithm that achieves optimal accuracy for systems with n<_2f. We show that this is impossible by first considering a system with two processors Pt and P2, one of which can be faulty (i.e., n=2 and f=I).
Since the algorithm achieves optimal accuracy, in any execution of the algorithm, logical clocks of correct process i satisfies the following relation for all t->end1: Execution ca: Process P2 is correct and its physical clock is given by R.~(t)=(1 + p)t. 
R ~k~ (t) +a '~ -< C~ k' (t) -< R ~' (t) + b' t~
Therefore, in execution el, for all t _>end l
Similarly, by Considering executions el and e3, in both of which P2 is correct, we see
From these two relations it follows that in execution et, for arty given Dmax, there is some time t' such that for all t->t', the deviation between the two correct logical clocks is greater than Draax , which violates the agreement condition.
This can be generalized to any system of n->2 processes, where n<-2f. Partition the processes into two sets Pt and P2, with not more than. f processes in either set. By constructing executions similar to those above, we can prove that no synchronization algorithm can achieve optimal accuracy if n_<2f. [] The authenticated algorithm of Figure   1 requires n>2f processes. By Theorem 3, this algorithm can be modified to achieve optimal accuracy. From Theorem 4, it follows that the modified algorithm is also optimal in the number of faults tolerated.
Synchronization without authentication
Simulating authenticated broadcasts
The We now modify this broadcast primitive to achieve the three properties described above at a cost of only O(n 2) messages per resynchronization. The primitive is presented in Figure 2 , and requires n->3f+l. With this primitive, each broadcast now requires two phases of communication. Therefore, tclel , the upper bound on the time required for a message to be prepared by a process, sent to all processes and processed by the correct processes accepting it, must be re-evaluated. Let ~-be the maximum transmission delay between arty two processes. Then, t de l-> 2 v. can generate messages, then synchronization is impossible unless n >3f.
As in Section 2, we assume that clocks are initially synchronized such that at ready 1, all correct processes are using C °, and these clocks are at most Dma x apart.
The non-authenticated algorithm is described in Figure 3 . In Section 3.3, we showed how the authenticated algorithm could be modified to achieve optimal accuracy. Translating this modified algorithm with our broadcast primitive results in a non-authenticated algorithm that achieves optimal accuracy.
Initialization and integration
The algorithms presented in the previous sections can be used, with simple modifications, to achieve initial synchronization and to integrate new processes into the network.
Here we show how processes start their lier. We present only the non-authenticated version in Figure 5 . This algorithm can also be modified as described in Section 3.3 to ensure that optimal accuracy is achieved.
This integration scheme prevents a (possibly faulty) process joining the system from affecting the correct processes already in the system. Hence, we prefer this "passive" scheme to that presented in [Halp84].
Discussions
The requirements of synchronization can also be stated as follows [Halp84, Dole84] : there exist constants dmin,P, Drnax and ADd, such that clocks are resynchronized at logical times that are multiples of P, and for all correct clocks i and j and for all k_>l:
'C1. t~ [endk,end k÷t] 
IC~(t) -C](t)l-<Drn~x
C2. If C~ is started at time t, then
<-C~(t)-C~-t(t) -<ADJ
C3. O-<end k-beg k -<dwan
These conditions assert that the maximum deviation between correct clocks is bounded, the amount by which clocks are re-adjusted is bounded, and the size of a resynchronization period ts small. Our algorithm satisfies these conditions. Lemmas 1 and 6 show that conditions C1 and C3 are satisfied.
From Lemma 4, we see that clocks are never set back. It is easy to show that the maximum adjustment made is a+Dma x.
Hence, by setting ADJ = a +D max, condition C2 is also met.
A feature of our algorithm is that drain, F, and ADJ depend only on the system send (joining) to all processes; accept a (round i) message for some i; respect to the number of faulty processes that can be tolerated to achieve this accuracy.
